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ABSTRACT 

Lenardo da Vinci and Einstein used their imaginations fully. It was Einstein who said: “Imagination is more important than 

knowledge”. Leonardo realized the power of using images and associations in order to unleash his brain’s infinite capacity. 

The mind map is that tool. The human brain doesn’t think in tool bars and menu lists; it thinks organically like all natural 

forms, like human body’s circulatory and nervous system, or branches of a tree and veins in a leaf. That’s how brain thinks. 

To think well it needs the tool that reflects that natural organic flow. Mind map is a diagram used to visually organize 

information. A mind map is hierarchical and shows relationships among pieces of the whole. It is often created around a 

single concept, drawn as an image in the center of a blank page, to which associated representations of ideas such as images, 

words and parts of words are added.  
Mind Maps really come into their own for encouraging creativity and enabling us to generate new ideas in brainstorming 

sessions. The spatial layout helps you gain a better overview and makes new connections more visible so you can create an 

infinite number of thoughts, ideas, links and associations on any topic .iMindMap software used to generate mind maps 

improves student’s freedom to reflect, make changes and develop relationships in line with their thinking process. 

Geotechnical Engineering is a discipline mainly focused on application of principles of soil mechanics and rock mechanics 

for design of foundations, retaining structures and earth structures where lot of assumptions, equations and derivation and 

theory exist. The primitive learning methodology of notes make the subject more tedious and difficult. This can be best dealt 

when the expression of radiant thinking along with reader imagination is presented in the form of mind map. This particular 

paper gives us an idea of how - why and where abouts of a mind map together with an example in Geotechnical engineering. 

 

Key  wo rd s :  Mind  m a p,  Geo techn ica l  Eng ineer ing ,  Lea rn ing  d i f f i cu l t i e s  

   

1  Introduction 

The Mind Map is an expression of radiant thinking and 

imagination and is therefore a natural function of the 

human mind. It is a powerful graphic technique which 

provides a universal key for unlocking the potential of 

the brain.  In its simplest definition, a mind map is a 

diagram that visually represents information said. In 

another way, it maps the information in your mind 

generally a particular subject. The real power of Mind 

Map is persons own ability to convey information 

quickly and easily.  The term Mind Map was first 

popularized by British psychologist Tony Buzan in 

1960s. 

1.1 Literature Review  

Tony & Barry Buzan (1993) stated that during learning 

process, the human brain primarily remembers the 

following: 

 Items from the beginning of the learning 

period (‘the primacy effect’) 

 Items from the end of the learning period (‘the 

recency effect’) 

 Any items associated with the things or 

patterns already stored, or linked to other 

aspects of what is being learned. 

 Any items which are emphasized as being in 

some way outstanding or unique. 

 Any items which appeal particularly strongly 

to any of the five senses. 

 Those items which are particular interest to the 

person. 

This information paved the way for development of 

mind mapping which enhances vibrant thinking abilities 

incorporating a field of different colours. 

Tony buzan (2002) in his book on “How to Mind Map” 

stated that a mind map is the easiest way to put 

information into our brain and to take information out of 

our brain. And also mentioned that it is a creative and 

effective means of note-taking and also maps out our 

vibrant thoughts.  

Mento et al. (1999) declared that Mind Mapping is a 

powerful cognitive tool which can be used in a variety 

of ways because of its ability to evoke associative and 

non-linear thinking. 

 Sperry,R.W (1968) stated that  Mind Mapping takes 

into account that the two halves of the brain (right and 
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left)  where in which the left brain deals with naming 

and categorising things, language, reading, writing, 

arithmetic and symbolic deduction. While the right brain 

operates in a non-verbal way (using images) and excels 

in dealing with emotions, forms and patterns, colours, 

rhythm, perceptual and intuitive information. The right 

brain processes information quickly in a non-linear and 

non-sequential style.  

Al-Jarf (2009) investigated the impact of using Mind 

Mapping software on ‘Enhancing Freshman students’ 

acquisition of English writing skills.  

The findings revealed that the written work produced by 

students using Mind Mapping included more relevant 

detail and better organized with connected ideas than the 

work of the control group. It was also found that Mind 

Mapping raised the performance of students at all levels 

of ability as they became more efficient in generating 

and organising ideas for their writing. The students also 

displayed a positive attitude towards using Mind 

Mapping as a pre-writing activity.  

Boyson (2009) stated that, the visibility of Mind 

Mapping provides an effective approach for promoting 

better understanding in students as a pedagogical tool. 

Its flexibility also means that it possesses several uses in 

the classroom. Using Mind Mapping for lesson planning 

can help teachers identify a logical teaching route and 

increases recall of the subject matter. This can boost 

teaching confidence and facilitate the smooth running of 

lessons. 

Researchers Goodnough and Long (2002) in their 

valuable founding’s stated that Mind Mapping provides 

to be an effective and useful strategy for introducing 

new concepts, providing a whole-class focus for a large 

research project, assess student learning and offer 

greater choice  to students to complete their  assignments 

and projects. 

 Mento et al. (1999) observed that a number of 

executive students made clear and compelling 

presentations using only a transparency of their Mind 

Map, without fumbling about with notes. These students 

were also   able to handle challenging questions with 

confidence. Their ability to handle the presented 

material in such an effective way was attributed to better 

recall of the information because it had been captured 

and stored in an integrated, radiating manner rather than 

linearly. 

Mind Mapping was selected as an effective strategy for 

encouraging creativity development in engineering 

students and was applied with encouraging results. 

Zampetakis et al. (2007) stated that Mind map allowed 

creativity development to be introduced into the 

curriculum in a way that made best use of the time 

available. 

1.2 The disadvantages of standard notes making 

in teaching 

 Important ideas are conveyed by key words; generally 

they are nouns or strong verbs. In standard notes these 

key words are often appear on different pages, obscured 

by the mass of less important words. These factors 

prevent the brain from making appropriate associations 

between key words. 

 In linear notes we use words, lines, numbers, logic, and 

sequence. They represent brain’s “left-brain” skills and 

do not include any of right-brain skills, which enable us 

to comprehend rhythm, color, and space, and to 

daydream. Students around the world are taught to take 

notes in blue/black inks. Monotonous (single color) 

notes are visually boring. Standard notes often take the 

form of endless similar looking lists making it almost 

impossible to remember their content. 

By encouraging unnecessary noting, reading, and re-

reading of unnecessary notes, searching for key words 

waste time in all stages not only that linear presentation 

of standard notes prevents the brain from making 

associations, thus counteracting creativity and memory. 

1.3  Applications of Mind Map in teaching 

Mind maps can be used in numerous practical ways to 

make teaching and learning easier and more enjoyable. 

It can be used for the following purposes. 

 1.3.1  Preparing lecture notes 

One of the most powerful ways to use mind maps is 

lecture notes. Preparing a lecture in mind map form is 

faster than writing it out and has the advantage of 

allowing teacher and student to keep on overview of the 

subject. Mind map also enables the speaker to have a 

perfect balance between a spontaneously spoken and 

fresh talk, on one hand, and the clear and well-structured 

presentation on the other. It allows accurate time - 

keeping during the lecture. 

1.3.2  Lesson Preparation 

Teaching preparation can amount to files full of plans 

and documents, as a single lesson’s preparation alone 

can generate reams of notes. By using Mind Mapping 

for planning, the amount of notes can be reduced and the 

total plans will be converted to clear- concise plans that 

are easy to follow.  

 1.3.3 Delivering Lessons 

Mind Maps are ideal for teaching and presenting 

concepts in the classroom as they provide a useful focus 

for students by delivering an overview of the topic 

without superfluous information. Mind maps have been 

proven to be perfect for introducing a new subject in a 

way which is accessible and easy to follow. 
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1.3.4 Curriculum Planning 

Teaching today hinges around well-organized 

curriculum planning. With new curriculum initiatives, 

briefs, objectives and aims, it can all become 

overwhelming. But with Mind Mapping sequence can 

be well planned and key topics can be prioritized by 

adding deadlines as necessary.  

1.3.5  Creating Handouts 

Mind Maps are the ideal teaching tool for classroom 

handouts, as the inherent colour, images and visually 

appealing layout of a Mind Map engages students 

instantly. Mind Maps provide subject overviews 

succinctly, making even the most complex topic easy to 

understand and interesting.  

1.3.6 Encouraging Discussion and Independent 

Thought 

Mind Mapping is the perfect collaborative tool for class 

discussions, as the nature of the Mind Map encourages 

students to forge links between topics as well help in 

forming their own ideas and opinions.  

1.3.7 Student Assessment 

It is important to assess knowledge at the beginning of a 

topic and after to monitor the students understanding. 

Mind Mapping is a key tool for this concept, of preview 

and review (pre and post learning). Mind Maps 

encourages students to express ideas, from special needs 

and highly gifted students, and provides an accurate 

barometer of topic adoption. 

1.3.8 Self-Evaluation 

With frequent teacher inspections and reviews, it is 

important to constantly self-assess and evaluate your 

teaching style and preparation. Mind Mapping helps in 

assessing current abilities of a person (for example, in 

areas such as lesson delivery, handouts, interaction etc.) 

also help in setting goals, a person would like to achieve 

within a week, a month or year. This powerful form of 

self-evaluation will allow teachers in improving and 

meeting targeted teaching objectives. 

1.4 Mind mapping process 

Mind maps are the reflection of your brain’s natural 

image filled thinking processes and abilities. Mind map 

work –images with networks of association. 

Mind mapping makes it easy to add information because 

we add additional ideas simply by inserting additional 

branches. Mind mapping written content requires 

systemized approach of Preview- Read- Mind Map- 

Review as explained below. 

 Preview: Process in which we are prepared for   what 

we are about to read leading valuable starting point for 

your mind map. 

Read:  Process in which the text is read from beginning 

to end and how the information can be organized into a 

mind map is set.  

Mind Map: After previewing and reading the material, 

mind mapping is started with the title of the book, article 

or chapter in the center or with a key word that best sums 

up the idea. 

Review: After mind map is created, it is compared to the 

material which have been read earlier in read.  

Steps to create mind map:  

A mind map simply requires these three, Blank unlined 

paper, Colored pens, very important our imagination. 

Mind map generally starts with a central idea or focus, 

which is the theme of the map. Related ideas branch out 

from the center. A sample mind map (Fig.1) look like 

this. 

 

Fig.1 Simple mind map 

 A detailed insight of various steps to create a mind map 

are given below. 

1) Start in the center of a blank page turned sideways. 

Starting in the center gives brain freedom to spread out 

in all directions and to express itself more freely and 

naturally. 

2) Use an image or picture for your central idea. 

3) Use colors throughout. Colors are as exciting as to 

brain as are images. Color adds extra vibrancy and life 

to mind map, adds tremendous energy to creative 

thinking, and is fun. 

4) Connect main branches to the central image and 

connect second- and third-level branches to the first and 

second levels. Because brain works by association. 

Connecting the branches, makes understanding and 

remembrance easy. 
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5) Make branches curved rather than straight-lined. As 

they are attractive and riveting your eye. 

6) Use one key word or image per line only. It generates 

its own special array of associations and connections. 

7) Use images throughout. Because each image, like 

central image, is also worth thousand words. 

1.5 Advantages of usage of mind map software 

The latest software can allow teachers and students to 

draw a mind map on screen. The advantages of this are 

obvious. Mind maps information saved in a file can be 

easily transferred to others. Paykoc et al, (2004) stated 

that use of Mind Mapping software improved student’s 

freedom to reflect, make changes and develop 

relationships in line with their thinking process. Al-Jarf 

(2009) proved that Mind Mapping software offers a 

powerful approach for improving the ability of students 

to generate, visualize and organise ideas. The students 

involved reported that the Mind Mapping tool 

encouraged creative thinking and they became faster at 

generating and organising ideas for their writing.  

  Computer mind maps also allows us to store vast 

amounts of data in Mind Map form, to cross- reference 

that data to shift branches around from one part of mind 

map to another and  rearrange entire mind maps in light 

of new information. 

“iMindMap”  is a software that gives a professional edge 

to a creative and fun process. It is a fantastic tool for 

teaching, having wide range of applications as 

attachment of files, videos, documents and web links to 

Maps for information at our fingertips providing an 

option to edit later. Helps, in planning of essays that are 

especially useful for students for facing timed essays in 

their exams with notes in place. 

“iMindMap” software also helps in organizing teaching 

plans even easier, as all the notes, files and education 

website links from within one Mind Map, also helps in 

planning presentation with all of our ideas and 

resources, also by allowing to present using the amazing 

inbuilt Presentation Mode. 

iMindMap also assists in recording Audio Notes of ours 

and our fellow students, provokes discussions, adding 

each person’s input to their individual branch. 

iMindMap makes the process of curriculum Planning 

even more hassle-free through integration with Office 

software programmes, such as Microsoft Word and 

Excel. and also the iMindMap Ultimate Project 

Management system gives us  even more control over 

our annual plans and deadlines.  

2 An example on geotechnical engineering 

topic 

Relative density an aspect of geotechnical engineering 

is a term generally used to describe the degree of 

compaction of coarse-grained soils. 

2.1 Preparation of notes by standard note 

making method. 

By following standard note making method study of 

relative dry density is generally done as given below. 

1) Relative Density or Density Index (Dr or ID): 

It is most important soil aggregate property of coarse 

grained soil. Relative density is a term generally used to 

describe the degree of compaction of coarse-grained 

soils. Relative density or density index is the ratio of the 

difference between the void ratios of a cohesion less soil 

in its loosest state and existing natural state to the 

difference between its void ratio in the loosest and 

densest states.             

 Relative density = Dr = 
emax-e

emax-emin
 x 100 ------ (1) 

Where, emax = void ratio of coarse grained soil in its 

loosest state. 

emin = void ratio of coarse grained soil  in its densest 

state. 

e = void ratio of coarse grained soil in its natural existing 

state in the field. 

It is generally expressed in percentage. When natural 

soil is in loosest in state, Dr = 0% and it is 100% in the 

densest state. Loose granular soil or low Dr Value is 

unstable under vibratory loads. Soil engineers are 

qualitatively describes the granular soil in terms of 

relative densities, as shown in Table.1. 

 It is also expressed in terms of dry unit weights are as 

follows: 

e = 
Gγw

γd

 -1 

emax= 
Gγw

γd(min)

 -1   

 emin= 
Gγw

γd (max)

 -1 

Substituting emax, emin and e in equation (1), 

      Dr  = 

[
1

γd(min)
]−[

1

γd
]

[
1

γd(min)
]−[

1

γd(max)
]

x100 

=[
γd-γd(min)

γd(max)-γd(min)

] [
γd(max)

γd

] x 100  -----(2) 

 

Since the volume of soil of a given dry mass is 

proportional to (1 + e), density index can also be 

expressed as 

Dr =
Vmax − V

Vmax − Vmin
 − − − −(3) 

Where  , V = volume in natural state 

Vmax = maximum volume of soil mass 

Vmin = minimum volume of soil mass 

Porosity of soil depends on shape of grain, uniformity of 

grain size and condition of sedimentation. Hence 
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porosity of soil does not indicate whether the soil is 

loose or dense. Relative density is better indicator when 

compared to porosity or void ratio. Two sand deposits 

possessing same grain shape and size but engineering 

behaviour is different because of difference in relative 

density.  

Determination of relative density is helpful in 

compaction of coarse grained soils and various soil 

vibration problems associated with earth works, pile 

driving, and foundations of machinery.  

Table.1   Relative density of granular soils 

Relative density (%) Classification 

< 15 Very loose 

15-35 Loose 

35-65 Medium 

65-85 Dense 

>85 Very dense 

2.2 Preparation by using iMindMap software 

 

 

Fig. 2 

 

Fig.3 

 

 

Fig.4 

 

Fig.5 

From section 2.1 in standard note making method it can 

be seen that definition is in one line, equation 

somewhere in the middle of notes, again some notes. 

When these notes is read again for preparation creates 

monotony and at times confusion of what have been 

studied earlier there by making remembrance difficult. 

And even presentation of the lecture in this way makes 

it difficult to memorize. 

Hand drawn mind map, after reading different 

conditions and to imagination we can see only key 

words are written in mind map. It also projects all the 

equations in single page to the equations in standard 

methodology of learning in different pages. This enables 

students to handle difficult equations with more ease. 

Since Mind Map possess more vibrant colours that are 

easy to memorize. 

From section 2.2 usage of iMindMap software makes 

the essence of the study simpler by making in to little 

fragments and then connecting. In Fig.2 Mind Map is 

shown with only key words by using collapse function. 

This enables student to easily remember topics involved 

in it. 
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In Fig. 3 when we expand definition branch, only 

definition will be visible with relevant formulae. This 

enables the student easily understand the definition and 

equations written in one page makes remembrance of 

equations at a stage. 

In Fig.4 when we expand classification branch, tabular 

form relevant to classification will appear to make it 

ready to read the table and memorize. 

Likewise different other branches can be expanded and 

seen individually. We get final mind map with all the 

information as seen in Fig.5 in section 2.2. 

Thus iMindMap software can be used for dividing the 

total study in to fragments by using collapse function to 

give an overall idea of study. Else the total picture and 

also individual key words can be studied in detail by 

using expand function. Not only that iMindMap 

software enables to share Mind Maps in variety of ways 

with others, by exporting to PDF, image files, a webpage 

and even  MS Word and  power point presentation. Mind 

Maps can be directly presented by pressing on the 

presentation mode available in iMindMap software. 

3 Sample Mind maps on geotechnical 

engineering without linear notes: 

  

 
 

Fig. 6: Uses of pile foundation 

 
 

Fig. 7: Soil investigation report 

4 Conclusions 

 Inspire interest in the students 

 Mind maps converts teacher’s notes to more 

flexible and adaptable. 

 The physical volume of lecture notes is 

dramatically reduced. 

 Mind maps present only relevant material in 

a clear and memorable form. 

 Make Presentations more spontaneous, 

creative and enjoyable, both for teacher and 

students.  

 Mind maps proves to be one of the best 

memorizing practices and also easy 

methodology to learn geotechnical 

engineering of many assumptions, equations 

and theory. 
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